Hornet building orientation in a vertically rotating centrifuge.
Hornets build combs that are clearly oriented toward the center of gravity and they compensate for any change made in the direction of their cells, provided the gravitational vector remains unchanged. Under natural conditions the first few cells are built by the queen in the spring, following the hibernation period, and building is then continued by the workers. Recently several reports have been published concerning the fact that groups of hornets (V. orientalis workers) may build in the absence of the queen and that such combs resemble those built by the queen. In previous investigations on building orientation, hornets placed in artificial breeding boxes (ABBs) on a horizontal centrifuge were subjected to constant centrifugal and gravitational forces, the resultant of which ranged between 1-1.5 g. Under these conditions young hornets (1-2 days of age) built combs in the direction of the resultant force, while the direction of building by adult hornets (3-7 days of age) was dependent on the presence or absence of a straight roof. Adults placed in the ABBs of rectangular shape built combs the orientation of which was determined by the Earth's gravity alone (perpendicular to the roof) whereas those in spherical ABBs with a convex roof built combs in the direction of the resultant gravitational and centrifugal forces, much the same as combs built by the young hornets. We were, however, also interested in studying the building orientation of hornets placed under conditions of changing resultant forces. The present paper describes comb building by hornets under the alternating gravitational forces of a vertical centrifuge.